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Lee Kun-hee (1942–2020), who was a global innovative entrepreneur of Samsung 

Electronics, contributing to leading economic development in Korea but consolidating 

chaebol’s concentration of financial power in his corporatocracy, chaebol’s political 

corruption between the government and his family business, and chaebol’s 

suppression of labour rights in his union-free management, dies at 78. His heir of the 

Samsung Group will be supposed to reform his bad habits, to follow a transparent 

leadership, to contribute to Korean and global economic development, whereby 

turning over a new leaf. R.I.P. 
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[Appendix] 

Q&A 

Samsung Has to Step Forward a New Future 

 

Q1.  Are there expectations that Lee’s death could make chaebol reform 

more likely or speed it up? 

A1.  Apropos of Nothing. Such a chaebol’s death is not meaning to move change 

forward. There are no hope and no despair toward chaebol reform. Hence, those of 

chaebols who manage the public pension will be held to account—to spend wisely, 

reform bad habits, and do our business in the light of day—only then, may we restore 

the vital trust between people and their government. 

 

Q2.  Have there been specific moves by activists or politicians in this area 

following his passing?  How are Samsung critics reacting to the news?  Do they 

see an opportunity for change? 

A2.  Apropos of Nothing. For nothing to be changed, without Samsung’s road-to-

Damascus conversion out of the financial concentration by his son’s cross-

shareholding and out of his son’s business lobbies as bad as political corruption and 

out of his son’s succession of the ownership, stands the Samsung Group in the status 

quo of the corporatocracy. 

Many Koreans are ambivalent about Samsung, good and evil. Particularly right after 

his passing, most activists as well as politicians have mixed opinions about his light 

and dark sides in common: his innovations with the new management, the creative 

management, the man-management; meanwhile, his corrupt relationship with the 

governments and his bad practices with the financial concentration of family business, 

the union-free management, the oppression of labour rights. However, neither any 

apologies nor official statements about these faults has the Samsung Group until now. 
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Q3.  How do you think President Moon will react to Lee's passing and will he 

see it as an opportunity to push chaebol reform like he promised? 

A3.  It’s very confusing, but President Moon would be failing in fulfilling his 

pledge of chaebol reform by a long way. After the end of this year’s parliamentary 

inspection session on October 27, the Korean Assembly was going to pass through an 

economic reform bill, officially “the Major Three Laws for Fair Economy (consisting 

of Business Law, Fair Trade Law, and Financial Group Supervision Act). However, 

this bill would be too ineffective to reform conglomerate (chaebol) systems, (i.e.), the 

corporatocracy of the family group’s own. Rather, many counterreformation bills, 

(e.g), to introduce corporate venture capital, multiple voting rights, etc., as a pumping 

priming measure for the sake of chaebol’s growth have been being pushed through by 

his government & ruling party on his own way. This is a problem. 

 

Q4.  What do you think are the main areas in need of reform for chaebol like 

Samsung? 

A4.  The Three plus Three Regulations: in Business Law, (1) The Majority of 

Minority (MoM) rule, (2) Punitive damages, (3) Discovery; in addition to related 

Acts, (4) Holding company’s shareholding limitation on second-tier subsidiary (that 

may not be allowed to own “granddaughter” companies), (5) Public disclosure on 

commercial real estate, (6) Integrated supervision on financial groups. These are 

essential to chaebol reform. 

 

Q5.  Is there any chance of major reform under Jay Y. Lee's leadership, and 

why or why not? Are their significant differences between him and his father? 

A5.  Discordance between his words and actions [言行不一致]. As a matter of fact, 

Lee Jae-yong (who is the late Lee’s son) the vice-chairman of Samsung Electronics 

was involved in the 2016 South Korean political scandal, a grand corruption that he 

bribed politicians to his succession of the Samsung Group. On this account, he was 

jailed but released on parole by fixing the jury. Also, he was involved in his 

succession by coordinating the rate of M&A between Samsung C&T Corp and ex-
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Cheil Industries Inc of which the subsidiary, Samsung Biologics, was likely exploited 

for the price manipulation as bad as window dressing under the suspicion of 

corruption like his father’s succession practice, (i.e.), the Samsung Group’s scandal of 

ex-Everland’s land (the amusement park) price & stock manipulation to be acquired 

by the Cheil Industries. As a result, Lee Jae-yong recently apologized for these 

scandals. Still, his words have been in discordance with his actions for succession. 


